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NEW QUESTION: 1
A company has an HP Helion CloudSystem solution that includes HP Virtual Cloud Network
(VCN). The company is using VXLAN to create overlay networks for services deployed in the
cloud. Some of these services are deployed on "bare metal" servers, which are not virtualized.
Based on these needs, which additional component must be included in the solution?
A. HP Network Optimizer
B. HP IMC and SDN Manager
C. HP Distributed Cloud Network (DCN)
D. HP 5930 switch
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 2
Your customer wants only users in Job Level A to be eligible for a one-time disbursement that
does NOT
contribute toward final salary. What can you do to fulfill this requirement?
There are 2 correct answers
Response:
A. Create an eligibility engine rule in the Admin Tools that restricts Job Level A users eligible for
Lump
Sum.
B. Import the value TRUE in the LUMPSUM_ELIGIBLE column of the user data file (UDF) for all
Job
Level A users.
C. Create an eligibility engine rule in the Admin Tools that restricts non-Job Level A users from
receiving
Lump Sum 2.
D. Import the value FALSE in the LUMPSUM2_ELIGIBLE column of the user data file (UDF) for all
users EXCEPT Job Level A user.

Answer: A,B

NEW QUESTION: 3
What is the preferred source for the installation of new applications?
A. A retail store
B. A CD-ROM disk
C. The vendor's version management system
D. The vendor's website
E. The distribution's package repository
Answer: E
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